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Abstract- An adaptive speech rate control technology for ultra fast listening that is equivalent to skimming is described.
Nowadays, listening to audio books on mobile devices is quite common. People read books at various levels of detail from close
reading to skimming. Although a similar feature to skimming is required to efficiently obtain information from audio sources,
there is no tool equivalent to skimming for audio playback. Therefore a new speech rate conversion method is developed to
efficiently obtain information from audio sources with very fast replay. This algorithm will help not only sighted people to
enjoy audio books but also visually impaired people because almost all of their information is obtained from speech. Thus, the
implementation of this technology on special audio players for visually impaired people as a new replay function is expected to
be useful. Moreover, this technology should be useful for all audio book listeners, not only people with limited sight. A new
touch screen application is developed for consumer use.
Keywords- Audio book, Mobile Phone, Speech Rate Conversion, Visually impaired, Text to Speech Conversion

I. INTRODUCTION
We read printed books and magazines at various levels of detail. The slowest case may be close reading, where attention is
paid to each word and phrase. On the other hand, the fastest case is skimming, which is used to grasp the overall meaning of text
in a short time. There is a similar need when obtaining information from audio sources such as audio books, DAISY (Digital
Accessible Information System) talking books, and so forth. However, current audio playback systems have no function
equivalent to skimming. Therefore, an algorithm is developed for a method of efficiently obtaining information from speech
content that is equivalent to skimming printed books. Moreover, this algorithm is implemented in a popular touch screen
application for consumer use. Fig. 1 shows the concept of “speech skimming”. The ultimate goal of this research is to develop a
fast listening algorithm that everyone can use.
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Figure 1: Concept of fast listening method comparable to visual skimming

Therefore, developing an ultrahigh-speed speech playback technology to blind and visually-impaired people, who are more
dependent on audible information and obtain a great deal of daily information from speech. They commonly use talking books
played at a high speed to obtain information on printed materials such as newspapers and magazines. Speech, however, is a form
of time-series data, and many people feel that obtaining an overall picture of information being presented is more difficult with
speech than with text-based information. This is often quite a barrier for visually impaired people. For this reason, many people
increase the normal playback speed of talking books or screen readers to jump forward, and many people would like to listen at
even higher speeds if possible.
II. METHOD
A.Text to speech conversion
A text-to-speech (TTS) system converts normal language text into speech; other systems render symbolic linguistic
representations like phonetic transcriptions into speech
A text-to-speech system is composed of two parts. Front end and back end. The front end has two major tasks. First, it
converts raw text containing symbols like numbers and abbreviations into the equivalent of written words. This process is often
called text normalization, pre-processing, or tokenization. The front end then assigns phonetic transcriptions to each word, and
divides and marks the text into prosodic units, like phrases, clauses, and sentences. The process of assigning phonetic
transcriptions to words is called text-to-phoneme or grapheme-to-phoneme conversion. Phonetic transcriptions and prosody
information together make up the symbolic linguistic representation that is output by the front-end. The back end often referred to
as the synthesizer then converts the symbolic linguistic representation into sound. In certain systems, this part includes the
computation of the target prosody which is then imposed on the output speech.

Figure 2: Typical TTS System
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III. ALGORITHM
When saying something important, people raise the pitch or power of their voice or both. The basic principle of this
algorithm is to retain parts of speech that are likely to have a significant effect on listening comprehension. For example, if both
the power and the pitch of a voice are relatively low in a particular section of a continuous utterance, it can be removed because it
is expected to be difficult to hear in the original recording, even if played back at normal speeds. So proactively delete it and
assign the time to another section of the utterance. Since this operation would not be practical unless it were fully automatic, only
specific acoustical features that can be obtained by audio analysis in real time must be used in this process.
From these viewpoints, this section describes the algorithm used in adaptive “SRC” method. This algorithm observes time
fluctuations of the power and F0 of the speech signal and deletes sections in which they fall below a certain threshold. Moreover
the remaining speech signal also has its speech rate converted not uniformly but adaptively in accordance with the typical and
smoothed F0 movement of the utterance. The adaptive “SRC” method was designed on the basis of the following factors:
1) The key to simple listening is to catch the beginning of each utterance correctly.
2) Sections with locally elevated pitch compared with neighboring sections have particular significance.
3) Sections where both the power and the pitch are lower, especially near the ends of sentences, may be less important for
comprehension.
The adaptive “SRC” algorithm works by partially repeating or deleting by the pitch period from a speech waveform. In
silent or unvoiced portions, a pseudo pitch is also extracted on the basis of the peak of the autocorrelation function, and sections
of the corresponding length are repeated in the same way as in voiced portions. Fig. 3 shows the basic principles of the SRC
method base on waveform analysis and synthesis. The extension ratio of speech and non-speech are set on demand, and these
parameters can be controlled together in a single motion simultaneously.
SRC using the proposed adaptive speech rate function is called “adaptive SRC”, and control using a linear rate function
that changes the speech rate uniformly is called “linear SRC”.

Figure 3: Basic principles of SRC method based on waveform analysis and synthesis

A. Adaptive SRC function
This function gives a variable boosting ratio of rp, which is the reciprocal of the required replay rate, and this is carried
out by time-series processing. Equation (1) is the proposed adaptive SRC function, which decreases monotonically and smoothly
in a given time that is the quasi prediction time of a breath group. R (t) changes from rs to re continuously inside every breath
group in a given time.
R (t) = re+ (rs-re)1/2[cos {π (t-t0)/T} +1.0]
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Here, rs (>1.0) is the first boosting rate at the beginning of a breath group (T=0), and re (=1.0) is the rate after T [ms]
(T=2500). However, the duration of the utterance is unpredictable; thus, adopt a fixed time interval T on the basis of the typical
breath length. When the speech continues after T, the rate re is applied continuously until the end of the speech. In the case of
replaying at rp times the normal speed, pitch periods are inserted or deleted so that the length of the waveform l (n) [ms] from the
beginning of the utterance to the kth pitch period Pl (k) should be as follows.
Let l(0)= 0

(2)

l(n)= rp-1.

Figure 4a: Example of basic operation of adaptive technology

The beginning of each utterance is detected on the basis of the duration of the preceding pause in the speech. Here, the
threshold of the original speech was set at 200[ms], the start of speech following a pause of at least this duration is regarded as the
beginning of the utterance. An example of the basic operation of the adaptive SRC technology is shown in Fig. 4a. Both
contracted waveforms (2 and 3) were converted at twice normal speed. The upper waveform was converted by the linear SRC
function, and the lower one was converted by the adaptive SRC function. These waveforms clearly have the same total duration.
B. Adaptation
Equation (1) is used to give the impression of slower speech at the beginning of each breath group. Additionally,
emphasized portions of the speech are slightly slowed down (Fig. 4b).Therefore; increase the degree of expansion in portions
where F0 increases abruptly, as detected by comparing the current value of F0 with the moving average from the beginning of the
utterance of each breath group. This rate of increase rinc is defined by equation (3) as a percentage of x [%].

Figure 4b: Example of additional operation of adaptive SRC technology
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rinc =1+ӽ/100
(10≤ӽ≤20)

(3)

The adaptive SRC applies an expansion rate R’(t)of up to 20% to the default rate R(t) in emphasized portions (at time t0)
for several pitch periods of α [ms] after t0. R’ (t) is defined by equation (4).
R’(t)= rinc R(t)
α = 400 rinc
(t0≤t≤t0+α)

(4)

As illustrated in Fig. 4b, the speech rate is reduced at the beginning, and gradually increases in the latter half of the
phrase. In addition, segments in the speech where F0 and the power are higher are extracted and slowed down while segments
where F0 and the power are lower are speeded up.
In this process, the cumulative time delay was observed at all times. The short time power is used to judge when it is
permissible to curtail a portion of speech in the event that a time delay has accumulated. Sections of speech with both low F0 and
low power are considered to contribute less to the intelligibility of the speech especially near the ends of sentences. When the
speech is too understand (around three times the normal speed), curtail such sections, even though they were not wholly silent, so
as not to increase the time delay. An example of curtailing operation of adaptive SRC technology is shown in Fig. 4c.

Figure 4c: Example of curtailing operation of adaptive SRC technology

The threshold (in Fig. 4c) or which the speech was set to 50% of the moving average of the power. In the case where the
moving average of the under the threshold after a predetermined time T (e.g., 2000 [ms]), the corresponding part is curtailed
adaptively. T and the threshold are not necessarily single values. These values should be flexible to meet requirements of various
listeners. Nevertheless, if the cumulative delay exceeds the set value, rs is temporarily decreased. Conversely, if the cumulative
remains below the set value, rs return to its original value.

IV. APPLICATION
The number of operational parameters was limited to two (Fig. 5): “play rate” and “start rate.” If the start rate is set at
1.0, the speech rate is controlled uniformly by the value of the play rate, the same as in the conventional method.
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Figure 5: Two simple operational parameters

If the reproduction rate is set to 2.0, the speech is reproduced in half the time of the normal replay. That is, the play rate
determines the total replay time. On the other hand, the start rate broadly adjusts the intelligibility for listening to ultra fast
speech. The high value of the “start rate”, is large than the difference between the faster portions and slower portions. That is,
when this mode is used together with the play rate, generated fast and slow portions are automatically in the utterance. These two
parameters can be combined easily on demand depending on the content that the user wants to listen to. This technology is
developed as a touch screen application.
Of course, this is not assuming itself will become popular with visually impaired immediately. It is intend to provide this
algorithm for their special audio players as a useful fast replay functions. However, the touchscreen devices a very convenient
tools as a part of multimedia information terminals. Therefore, a convenient touch screen interface for this application will soon
be developed for visually impaired.
V. SIMULATION
Hardware Simulation is done in Proteus Software and Voice conversion is done in Visual Basic6. In hardware simulation
instead of ARM7 Processor Atmega16 controller is used and instead of ps/2 keyboard text is typed to virtual display port in serial
communication and displayed in LCD using microcontroller and speech is done through visual basic. Virtual serial port emulator
software is used to emulate the serial port for simulation. Text is received in VB through serial port.
From microcontroller data’s are transferred to serial port in Isis software and from that serial port using virtual serial
ports emulator data’s are received in visual basic and the text is converted into speech. COM2 port is configured both Isis and
VSPE and VB.

Figure 6a: Simulation Result 1
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Figure 6b: Simulation Result 2

Figure 6c: Simulation Result 3
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VI. CONCLUSION
An algorithm for intelligible high speed listening is investigated and developed a new touch screen application to
retrieve speech information efficiently. The result shows the text to speech conversion method. The major part is text to speech
conversion. In future, implementing the concept in hardware and developing a touch screen application for consumer use. The
application is useful for visually impaired people.
An adaptive speech rate conversion method gives users an impression of slower speech even at playback speeds similar
to those used in conventional methods and that the proposed method is effective for speech-rate factors greater than two interms
of “simple listening”.
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